Integrating copy number polymorphisms into array CGH analysis using a robust HMM
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ABSTRACT

Motivation: Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) is a pervasive technique used to identify chromosomal aberrations in human diseases, including cancer. Aberrations are defined as regions of increased or decreased DNA copy number, relative to a normal sample. Accurately identifying the locations of these aberrations has many important medical applications. Unfortunately, the observed copy number changes are often corrupted by various sources of noise, making the boundaries hard to detect. One popular current technique uses hidden Markov models (HMMs) to divide the signal into regions of constant copy number called segments; a subsequent classification phase labels each segment as a gain, a loss or neutral. Unfortunately, standard HMMs are sensitive to outliers, causing over-segmentation, where segments erroneously span very short regions.

Results: We propose a simple modification that makes the HMM robust to such outliers. More importantly, this modification allows us to exploit prior knowledge about the likely location of “outliers”, which are often due to copy number polymorphisms (CNPs). By “explaining away” these outliers with prior knowledge about the locations of CNPs, we can focus attention on the more clinically relevant aberrated regions. We show significant improvements over the current state of the art technique (DNAcopy with MergeLevels) on previously published data from mantle cell lymphoma cell lines, and on published benchmark synthetic data augmented with outliers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) is a high-throughput genetic technique to measure DNA copy number changes in a disease sample compared to a normal sample [20]. Chromosomal aberrations that exhibit DNA copy number changes are indicative of numerous diseases including cancer and mental retardation. Identifying such aberrations can help to locate diagnostically important regions in the genome, that harbour important genes. For example, oncogenes or tumour suppressor genes contained in aberrated regions could in turn exhibit differential expression due to the copy number changes in the DNA. Application of aCGH is widespread in molecular analysis of cancer and holds great promise as a technique to identify clinically relevant diagnostic biomarkers.

The aCGH technique is based on spotting clones that span a discrete region in the human genome on an array. The size and number of clones vary depending on the technological platform and the desired resolution: see Pinkel and Albertson [20] for a review. In this paper, we use aCGH data from eight mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) cell lines (see deLeeuw et al. [4] for details) generated using sub-megabase resolution tiling arrays (SMRT) [13]. We use the midpoint of the clone along the chromosome to denote its location. The output of all aCGH platforms is represented as a log2 ratio of the reference and tumour fluorescence intensities for every clone in the array. The log2 ratios are expected to be proportional to copy numbers. In a neutral state, one would expect to see log2(2/2) = 0; with one copy lost, one would expect to see log2(1/2) = −1; with one gain log2(3/2) = 1.58, etc. The goal of analysis techniques is to detect contiguous regions, that are expected to share the same mean log2 ratio. We call these regions segments. The identification of segments is called “segmentation”. Once segments are identified, each segment is labeled as a loss, neutral or gain (sometimes it is useful to distinguish gains of 1 copy from gains of more than 1). This latter task is called “classification”.

In reality, segmentation and classification of the data are much more difficult than the above description suggests. Figure 3 (A) shows a typical plot of aCGH data for chromosome 1 from MCL cell line HBL-2 (see Section 3.1 for more details on MCL). The yellow squares represent clones that are found in a region of loss identified manually by an expert [4]. Similarly, blue circles represent clones in a region of gain. The figure demonstrates that although copy number changes in DNA is a theoretically discrete process, the intensity ratios for aCGH do not produce a clean piecewise constant signal. Also note that aberrated regions tend to span contiguous sets of clones along a chromosome. This suggests that any analysis technique should exploit such spatial correlation.

In Figure 3 (A), we also depict ‘outlying’ clones (detected by eye) with light blue stars. Treating such points as inliers can significantly affect the remaining points, by causing over-segmentation, resulting
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in segments that span only a single clone, for example. There are several possible causes of such outliers. The first is some kind of measurement noise, or mislabeling (sometimes the locations of clones is mis-recorded). Second, there is the possibility that the single clone outliers correspond to known locations of copy number polymorphisms (CNPs). Finally, they could truly represent aberrated regions. In our experience, this is rare.

The full impact of CNPs on aCGH analysis is not yet known, however indications from two recent large scale studies by Sebat et al. [22] and Iafrate et al. [12] measuring background frequencies of copy number variations in the normal human population have revealed hundreds of loci in the genome that are polymorphic in copy number. Buckley et al. [2] suggest that the results produced by these two studies represent the “tip of the CNP iceberg”. For example Sebat et al. report a CNP at a gene involved in food intake, suggesting a differential propensity for obesity. They also report CNPs at loci related to neurological development and at loci implicated in leukemia and breast cancer drug resistance [22].

These latter examples indicate that for cancer studies, the ‘baseline’ copy number should be considered when assessing aberrations. We anticipate that the impact of CNPs will be greater on high-resolution arrays and/or full genome coverage arrays, as they are intended to reveal all aberrations in a sample and will detect a larger number of CNPs. Note that the MCL data is both high-resolution and full coverage and therefore is likely to contain CNPs.

1.1 Our contributions

In this paper, we introduce a joint classification and segmentation method that is designed to handle outliers and integrate CNP knowledge into the analysis. Our method extends the standard HMM framework, outlined in Scott [21] and proposed for aCGH in Guha et al. [9]. The basic idea is to replace the Gaussian observation model with a mixture of Gaussians; one mixture component represents the log2 ratio we would expect from the given state (loss, neutral or gain); the other mixture component represents the log2 ratio we would expect from an outlier. This simple change makes the model much more robust.

More significantly, we can incorporate knowledge about CNPs into the mixing weights of the mixture model. That is, we can set the prior probability of using the outlier component at location i to the known frequency of CNPs at location i, if i overlaps with a known CNP location; otherwise we set it to the general background outlier probability (which is estimated from data). We explain our model in more detail in Section 2.1.

Several authors (e.g., [9,21]) propose estimating the parameters of the HMM using MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) techniques, as opposed to the more common EM (expectation maximization) algorithm. The advantage of MCMC is that it provides full posterior estimates over the parameters, rather than just point estimates, thus properly modeling uncertainty (see e.g., [8] for an introduction to MCMC and Bayesian data modeling). MCMC also partly mitigates problems with local minima that EM is well known to suffer from. It also turns out to be simpler to exploit informative prior constraints in a sampling framework than in an optimization framework. We explain how to perform efficient MCMC in Section 2.4.

We first evaluate performance of our model on real data representing aCGH profiles from eight MCL cell lines published in deLeeuw et al. [4] in a study aimed at identifying important signature regions in non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. This data set contains ground truth annotation of regions of gain and loss, some of which are recurrent across cell lines. In addition some of these aberrations have been validated in the laboratory. Using this rich data set, we were able to assess performance quantitatively using standard performance metrics. We compare our method to DNAcopy+MergeLevels (using default parameters), which has been shown in two previous comparative studies [24,16] to be a leading current method. Henceforth we will refer to this method as MergeLevels. Having established that our method is better than current techniques, we then validate our findings on an additional synthetic data set, which we believe to be ‘harder’ than the real data. The advantages of using synthetic data are two-fold. First, the ground truth locations of the aberrations are known. Second, we can control the difficulty of the problem. We used data published in Willenbrock and Fridlyand [24]. This data is considerably harder (but more realistic) than other synthetic datasets used in earlier papers. We make the Willenbrock and Fridlyand data even harder by adding outliers, to check the robustness of our method and to validate results obtained using MCL data. Our results are in Section 3, which we discuss in Section 4.

1.2 Related work

A recent survey paper by Lai et al. [16] describes and evaluates eleven algorithms for aCGH data analysis. We can loosely group these methods into three main approaches: smoothing, segmentation, and combined segmentation and classification. Smoothing approaches such as Quantreg, developed by Eilers and Menezes [5], and the wavelet approach of Hsu et al. [10], attempt to fit a curve to the data, while handling abrupt changes. Smoothing methods generally filter the data using a fixed size window, and therefore will be unable to detect outliers or CNPs that span a single clone. In addition, they are primarily designed as a visual aid to interpret the data and do not accomplish the main objective of automatically identifying aberrated clones.

As mentioned previously, segmentation methods identify contiguous sets of clones (segments) that share the same mean log2 ratio. The output of the segmentation methods usually consists of the boundaries and means of the segments. The clones within a segment are assumed to share the same copy number. We refer to the boundaries of segments as breakpoints. Examples of segmentation algorithms include DNAcopy [18], which is based on a recursive circular binary segmentation algorithm; CGHSeg [19] which uses a penalised likelihood model to determine breakpoints; aCGH-Smooth [14], which uses a genetic algorithm to find breakpoints; and the GLAD method of Hupe et al. [11], which includes a median absolute deviation model to explicitly treat outliers as separate from its surrounding segment. In Lai’s comparison, CGHSeg and DNACopy are consistently the best. Willenbrock and Fridlyand [24] compared performance of DNAcopy and GLAD and report better performance with DNAcopy. We therefore use DNAcopy as our baseline model. Note that Lai et al. [16] determined that as the noise level in the data increases, all segmentation methods—including DNAcopy, show less than satisfactory results.

A general limitation of segmentation is that the output needs to be further analysed in order to infer which segments are aberrated regions, i.e., to “call” the gains and losses. Methods such as GLADMerge [11] and MergeLevels [24] perform this post-processing task by merging together segments with “similar” mean levels, and then classifying them. However, as noted by
Engler et al. [6] and Willenbrock and Fridlyand [24], it is much better to perform the segmentation and classification simultaneously, since the class labels can help with the segmentation as well as vice versa.

An obvious way to perform simultaneous segmentation and classification is to use an HMM. The first approach to do this was by Fridyland et al. [7]. However, in their approach, the states of the HMM do not have any intrinsic meaning (they are just indices on chromosome 1 and location 2 correspond to known CNPs; other locations use the background outlier probability \( r_0 \):
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**Fig. 1.** Our model represented as a Bayesian network. Square nodes are parameters, round nodes are random variables. Shaded nodes are observed (known), unshaded nodes are hidden (unknown). We depict the start of 2 chromosomes (indicated by large rounded rectangles). Let \( e \) denote the chromosome, \( i \) represent the location along the chromosome and \( k \) represent the \( k \)th LSP on the chromosome; \( \pi_c \) is the initial state distribution of chromosome \( c \); \( \delta \) are hyperparameters for the \( \pi_c \)'s; \( S_c^i \) is the state; \( y_c^i \) is the observation (\( \log_2 \) ratio); \( O_c^i \) indicates if this is an outlier or not; \( \mu_{j,c} \) and \( \sigma_{j,c} \) are the means and variances of states 1 to 4; \( \rho_0 \) and \( \sigma_0 \) is the mean and variance of the outlier state; \( \rho_c^i \) is the probability of outlier for LSP locations; \( \rho_0 \) is the general background outlier probability; \( A \) is the Markov chain transition matrix; \( \delta \) are the hyperparameters for \( A \). For state \( j \), \( m_j \) are hyperparameters for \( \mu_j \); \( \alpha_j \) and \( \beta_j \) are hyperparameters for \( \sigma_j \); \( \alpha^t_j \), \( \beta^t_j \) are hyperparameters for \( \rho^t_k \) and are determined by LSPs; Hyper-parameters are shown shaded since they must be set by the user. In this example, we have assumed that locations 2 and 4 on chromosome 1 and location 2 on chromosome 2 correspond to known CNPs; other locations use the background outlier probability \( \rho_0 \). Hence the prior on \( O_1^0, O_1^1, O_2^1 \) and \( O_2^2 \) are all the same and equal to \( \rho_0 \).

**2 METHODS**

**2.1 A mixture model HMM that considers outliers**

Our model, sketched in Figure 1, is similar to the 4-state HMM in Guha et al. [9], where the states represent loss, neutral, one-gain and multiple-gain. (We also tried a 3-state model, where we combined the gain states, but results were not as good.) The main difference from Guha is that in our model the observation density is a mixture of 2 Gaussians, one representing inlier (clones belonging to one of the states) and the other representing outlier. We introduce binary indicator variables \( O_i \in \{0, 1\} \) where \( O_i = 1 \) means
Table 1. User settable hyper parameters for our model, along with the values we used for the Willenbrock synthetic data and the real MCL data. $f_i$ is the frequency of a known CNP at position $i$. In the synthetic data, we set this to 0.001. To help interpret these numbers, recall that the mean of a beta$(a,b)$ random variable is $a/(a+b)$, and the mean of a Gamma$(a,b)$ random variable is $ab$. In particular, this means $\sigma_i^2 = 0.1$ for synthetic and 0.07 for MCL, $\sigma_i^2 = 0.01$ for synthetic and 0.05 for MCL, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>MCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Dirichlet prior on transition matrix $A$</td>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1</td>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{i,4}$</td>
<td>shape of gamma prior on inverse variances $\sigma_i^{-2}$</td>
<td>10, 100, 5, 5</td>
<td>15, 20, 10, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{i,4}$</td>
<td>scale of gamma prior on inverse variances $\sigma_i^{-2}$</td>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1</td>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{i,4}$</td>
<td>prior mean on means $\mu$</td>
<td>-0.1, 0, 0.58, 1</td>
<td>-0.4, 0, 0.3, 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{i,4}$</td>
<td>prior variance on means $\mu$</td>
<td>0.5, 0.001, 1, 1</td>
<td>0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>$a$ for beta prior for $\rho_i$ ($\text{prob of outlier}$)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_i$</td>
<td>$b$ for beta prior for $\rho_i$ ($\text{prob of outlier}$)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.99999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Since the figure shows pooling across chromosomes, $(S,y,O,\pi$ and $\rho$) are indexed by both chromosome and location. The chromosome index was omitted above for notational clarity.

An obvious extension of pooling data across chromosomes is to pool data across samples, such as in Engler et al. [6]. However, due to numerous factors that are sample-specific such as ploidy of the tumour genome and proportion of tumour cells in the sample [24], we do not assume that mean levels of copy number change will be consistent across samples. Therefore we do not estimate mean levels of the states across samples. However, we suggest that jointly considering samples has considerable value for goals other than classification. Indeed, multiple aCGH samples of the same cancer subtype have something in common—this is precisely what scientists hope to discover! Presumably, multiple samples of the same cancer subtype will exhibit commonalities such as minimally overlapping aberrations (see [4] for examples in MCL cell lines) and locations of breakpoints. Detecting such features is the subject of future work, and for now, we limit our attention to modeling samples separately.

2.3 Priors

We use standard conjugate priors (see e.g., [8]) for all the parameters, as follows:

$$p(\mu_i, \sigma_i^2) = \text{Gauss}(\mu_i, \sigma_i^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$p(\sigma_i^{-2}) = \text{Gamma}(\alpha_i, \beta_i)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$p(A) = \text{Dir}(\delta)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$p(\rho_i) = \text{Beta}(a_i, b_i)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

As is apparent, these priors themselves have parameters, called hyper-parameters. We set these by hand. Specifically, we use a small fraction of validation data in order to estimate (by eye) the typical mean and variance of the loss, neutral and gain states. A more rigorous Bayesian approach would be to extend the hierarchy even further, and add priors to the hyperparameters. Previous work has shown that 3 levels of hierarchy (parameters, hyper-parameters, and hyper-hyper-parameters) is usually sufficient to obtain robustness to (hyper-hyper-)parameter settings. We plan to investigate this in the future. A summary of all the user-settable parameters is shown in Table 1.

Prior knowledge about CNPs is encoded as follows. Locations $i \in P$ which are known to come from CNPs get an adjustable parameter $\rho_i$ which reflects the probability of outlier at that location. The parameters of the (Beta) prior on $\rho_i$ is set so that the expected value of $\rho_i$ is equal to the frequency of polymorphisms at that location in the population. Locations $i \notin P$, which are
2.4 Algorithm

The algorithm is sketched in Figure 2. The output of the algorithm is the following: estimates of the states $y_{i} (s) = p(S_{i} = s | y_{i a})$ and outlier probabilities $o_{i} (o) = p(O_{i} = o | y_{i a})$, as well as estimates of the parameters, $p(\theta | y_{i a})$ where $\theta = (\pi, \mu, \sigma, \rho)$. We use an MCMC algorithm called block Gibbs sampling to infer these quantities. The key to making this efficient is to use the forwards-filtering backwards-sampling algorithm for HMMs [21]. This is very similar to the more familiar forwards-backwards and Viterbi algorithms, except we sample state sequences from their posterior, rather than computing the most probable sequence or marginal state probabilities. Conditioned on knowing the states, it is easy to update the parameters of the model. The same intuition is used in EM, but the advantage of sampling is that we can model uncertainty in the parameters more easily.

To evaluate the effect of pooling across chromosomes, we implemented our model in two modes, one which models each chromosome of each sample independently (single), and the other which estimates the parameters of the model by summarizing over chromosomes in each sample (pooled), as shown in Figure 1. The algorithm for pooled mode is shown in Figure 2.

The running time is $O(NNT)$ where $N$ is the number of clones in the input and $T \sim 100$ is the number of MCMC iterations needed to obtain convergence.
analyzed and published by de Leeuw et al. [4]. The data was generated using the Sub-Megabase Resolution Tiling (SMRT) arrays [13] using a set of approximately 32,000 clones that cover the human genome. We normalised the data published in de Leeuw et al. [4] according to the stepwise method described in Khojasteh et al. [15]. The normalized data was then manually labeled by identifying contiguous regions of gains and losses and then labeling the clones contained in the regions as gains or losses. This ‘ground truth’ labeling allowed us to test our model on high resolution real data, likely to contain CNPs. Only the autosomes (chromosomes 1

Fig. 3. Array CGH profile for chromosome 1 of the MCL cell line HBL2. The x axis for all panels indicate position in nucleotides (bp) along the chromosome. Panel A shows the log2 ratios (right axis) plotted against the position of each clone on the chromosome. The yellow squares indicate clones contained in a region labeled as a loss by an expert. The blue circles similarly indicate clones that are in a gain region. Clones marked with light blue stars indicate outliers. Panel B shows the predicted gains (vertical green bars) and losses (vertical red bars) output by MergeLevels. Note that while predicting all the ground truth aberrations correctly, MergeLevels predicts six additional aberrated regions, including two large loss regions near the ends of each chromosome arm. MergeLevels does not produce probabilistic output so we fix predicted aberrations at probability = 1 and all other locations at probability = 0 for comparative purposes. Panel C shows the output of the Base-HMM. The green curve indicates the marginal probability of gain at each location, the red curve indicates 1 minus the marginal probability of loss at each location (left axis). There are numerous false positive predictions with the Base-HMM, many of which are caused by single clone outliers. Panel D shows the output of the LSP-HMM (pooled mode) with green and red the same quantities as in panel C and purple stars indicating the set of predicted outliers. The LSP-HMM predicts all ground truth aberrations correctly and there are much fewer clones falsely predicted as aberrated compared to both MergeLevels and the Base-HMM. Notably, there are several outliers predicted in the leftmost loss region on the p-arm of the chromosome. These correspond to CNPs and therefore alert the user that the significance of this region of loss should be carefully considered.
followed by the Rob-HMM-C (0.88 ± 0.06), followed by Base-HMM-C.

variants performed better than MergeLevels (mean F-measure 0.73 ± 0.11). The LSP-HMM-C variant had the highest mean F-measure (0.89 ± 0.05), followed by the Rob-HMM-C (0.88 ± 0.06), followed by Base-HMM-C (0.84 ± 0.07). In all cases, pooled mode outperformed single mode.

to 22) contained ground truth labeling therefore only these chromosomes were considered in our analysis. This reduced the number of clones per sample to 29,992. The data set contained a total of 195 aberrated regions: 123 losses and 72 gains covering approximately 1% of the human genome.

We used a list of CNPs (Wong et al., unpublished) detected using SMRT arrays on a population of 95 normal individuals to set the LSP probability of an outlier. The list contains all the observed CNPs in the population. We discuss the potential use of other available CNP lists in Section 4.

Figure 3 shows chromosome 1 of HBL-2 with ground truth labels (A), with MergeLevels predictions (B) with Base-HMM predictions (C) and with LSP-HMM predictions (D). The Base-HMM and the LSP-HMM were both run in pooled mode. The LSP-HMM was given the complete list of CNPs described above that covered approximately 20% of the clones. We used $p_o = 10\%$ and $t_o = 0.01$ to determine outliers. Other parameters used for this data set are listed in Table 1. For MergeLevels, red bars indicate predicted regions of loss, green bars indicate predicted regions of gain. For the HMMs, red indicates 1 minus the probability of loss and green indicates probability of gain. These plots are similar in spirit to Engler et al. [6]. Figure 3 shows that the LSP-HMM predicts all of the aberrated clones with far fewer false positive predictions than both MergeLevels and the Base-HMM. Interestingly, MergeLevels and the Base-HMM are prone to different kinds of false positive predictions. MergeLevels tends to mis-label a small number of large segments with means slightly different than the neutral state mean, whereas the Base-HMM mis-labels a large number of very short segments usually corresponding to outliers. The LSP-HMM is relatively immune to both problems. In addition, the panel (D) depicts predicted outliers as purple stars, showing the qualitative advantage of providing additional information to the user in the output. This is particularly relevant to the left-most loss region in the p-arm. The ground truth labeling actually contains several clones that overlap CNPs. These clones are labeled as outliers by the LSP-HMM and therefore can instruct the user to treat the predicted loss with some degree of caution. In addition to this qualitative assessment of our algorithm, Figure 4 shows distributions of F-measures over the eight MCL cell lines. Distributions are shown as box-and-whisker plots where the line within the box indicates the median of the distribution, the top and bottom edges of the box indicate the third and first quartiles, the ends of the whiskers indicate the 95% confidence intervals of the distribution. The single point shown for Rob-HMM is outside the 95% confidence interval. The distributions show systematic improvement of the Base-HMM over MergeLevels, Rob-HMM over the Base-HMM and the LSP-HMM over the Rob-HMM. MergeLevels had a mean F-measure of 0.73 ± 0.10. Base-HMM had an F-measure of 0.77 ± 0.12 indicating that using an HMM framework improves accuracy over MergeLevels. Further gains were obtained by running the Base-HMM in pooled mode (F-measure for Base-HMM-C was 0.84 ± 0.07). Adding robustness in pooled mode (Rob-HMM-C) contributed additional improvement (F-measure was 0.88 ± 0.06). Finally using the robust model in pooled mode combined with prior knowledge on locations of CNPs (LSP-HMM-C) resulted in the highest accuracy (F-measure was 0.89 ± 0.05). In Figure 4, we can easily see from the boxplots that Base-HMM-C, Rob-HMM, Rob-HMM-C and LSP-HMM-C are all significantly...
better (at the 5% level) than MergeLevels. Base-HMM and LSP-HMM are not. We also performed a one way anova test (which is slightly less robust), and found that Rob-HMM-C and LSP-HMM-C are both significantly different (at the 5% level) to MergeLevels. Similar comments apply to the results on simulated data (see Section 3.2). Although the LSP-HMM-C is basically the same as the Rob-HMM-C, it is notable that it does not do worse despite being ‘informed’ by 20% of the locations in the LSP. This suggests that the model is robust to LSPs that are not supported by the data. This is significant given that our CNP list covers about 20% of the clones, yet in any one sample a much smaller portion of clones are expected to overlap a CNP (recall that the CNP list is made up of a union of all observed CNPs from a population of individuals). We note that the pooled mode worked considerably better for all HMM variants, demonstrating the advantage of ‘borrowing statistical strength’ from all the data in the sample during parameter estimation.

To assess what was contributing to the differences in F-measure, we plotted precision and recall separately. The recall rates are shown in Figure 5 and demonstrate that pooling shows considerable improvement over single mode for the HMM variants. The recall rates were equally very high for the pooled HMM variants (0.97 ± 0.03). In contrast, differences in the HMM variants were observed for precision (see Figure 6). We observed improved precision of Rob-HMM-C over the Base-HMM-C indicating that considering outliers reduced the number of false positives. LSP-HMM-C had the highest precision (0.83 ± 0.09), therefore the CNP knowledge further reduced false positives (see Figure 6). The high recall rates for LSP-HMM-C suggests that any future effort to improve accuracy should first focus on reducing false positive predictions to improve precision. However, we noted numerous examples, such as at the centromeric end of the q-arm of HBL-2 chromosome 1 (Figure 3 D) where the falsely predicted aberrations could indeed be real.

3.2 Simulated data with outliers

To validate our model on additional data set with ground truth, we used the synthetic data created by Willenbrock and Fridlyand [24], downloaded from http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/~hanni/aCGH/. This data is fairly realistic, since it is generated by sampling segments from a large set of primary tumours [24]. To simulate CNPs, we modified this data by adding outliers planted randomly at 10% of the locations in the samples. The positions were sampled from a uniform distribution from 1 to 2000 (the number of clones in each sample). The log 2 ratios for these outliers were sampled from a Gaussian distribution from 1 to 2000 (the number of clones in each sample).

We chose 10% as the outlier fraction for the following reason. Our internally generated list of CNPs covers nearly 20% of the SMRT clones. However, publicly available CNPs represent approximately 1% of the SMRT clones. Therefore, we chose 10% as a reasonable compromise between these extremes. We also ran the Base-HMM and Rob-HMM on the original synthetic data and both performed extremely well (mean F-measure 0.95 ± 0.10 and 0.93 ± 0.12 respectively). This provided further justification to create a harder data set that contained the outliers.

In our experiments, we compared the effects of considering all the known outliers to adding additional locations to the prior which were not outliers. This simulated the effect of an incorrect prior. Note that we can choose the strength of the prior. We set the prior probability to 0.01.

Figure 7 shows the distributions of accuracy on 100 samples for the three variants of our algorithm, including the LSP-HMM informed by a superset of the positions, and exactly all the positions of known outliers. Results on this data echo our results on MCL. MergeLevels performs considerably worse than all the HMMs: its F-measure was 0.37 ± 0.26 over 100 samples. The Base-HMM had a F-measure of 0.58 ± 0.16, validating that by using an HMM framework, significant improvement is attained over MergeLevels. As for MCL data, further improvement was attained by adding outlier detection. The Rob-HMM-C had a F-measure of 0.64 ± 0.24. Finally the versions of the LSP-HMM-C performed better when informed by a superset of the positions (F-measure=0.66 ± 0.22), and exactly all the positions (F-measure 0.68 ± 0.19) of the known outliers. This indicates that a weak prior, when supported by the data can help discover outliers, however contradictory evidence will usually overwhelm the prior when it is wrong.

4 DISCUSSION

We have presented a new model for classifying aberrated clones in aCGH data, which is robust to outliers and is able to leverage prior knowledge about CNP locations. We have demonstrated that on real and simulated data this model works better than a standard HMM and a state of the art method, DNAcopy+MergeLevels. We also determined that estimating parameters of the HMM using pooled data across chromosomes improves accuracy.

Our results showed that recall rates were very high for all HMM variants on the MCL data, and the differences in performance can be mainly attributed to precision rates. We showed that the LSP-HMM
is immune to falsely predicting large regions that MergeLevels typically will mis-label and single clone outliers which the standard HMM falsely predicts as gains. We also showed qualitatively how the LSP-HMM enables the user to cross-reference predicted outliers with known CNPs and therefore allows for a more thorough interpretation of any predicted gains and losses.

As mentioned previously, the hyperparameters for both MCL and the synthetic data were set by hand. We believe that sensitivity to parameter settings (in particular with LSPs) are partially mitigated by pooling data across chromosomes. We showed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 how pooling improved both recall and precision rates for the LSP-HMM. We also noted that even though the CNP list for the MCL data consisted of 20% of the clones, the data outperformed the prior at most locations. In pooled mode this phenomenon is significantly more pronounced as there is substantially more data available to help overwhelm the prior in locations where it is wrong. To further test this theory, our future work will involve accumulating a set of CNPs that is a union of numerous sets of previously published CNPs, for example Iafrate et al. [12], Sebat et al. [22], Tuzun et al. [23], Conrad et al. [3] and McCarroll et al. [17]. We anticipate that as long as the prior is not too strong a more comprehensive list of LSPs will further help aCGH analysis and the interpretation of results.

In addition to pooling, we plan to add levels to the hierarchy of the model to make it robust to parameter settings. We will put hyper-hyperparameters on the hyperparameters as discussed in Section 2.3. This increases the number of parameters to estimate, but the potential benefits of avoiding hand-tuning of parameters offset this additional cost. In addition, we also set the number of states of the HMM by hand. We noticed that the 4-state model performed better than the 3-state model, however the variance on the 4th state always converged to high values. This allowed the 4th state to ‘compete’ with the outlier process to explain the outliers, and therefore may have resulted in false positives. We are currently working on a new model that solves the ambiguities observed between high-variance states and the outlier process.

To evaluate the clinical applicability of our model, we plan to apply the method to samples extracted from a cohort of lymphoma patients. The aCGH profiles for these patients have been manually classified and numerous clinically relevant aberrations have been identified. We are also developing new models to identify locations of recurrent aberrations across samples, and to use other forms of prior knowledge, such as the locations of fragile sites. Combined with CNP information, we anticipate that such models will be extremely useful in profiling sub-types of cancer with aCGH.
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